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charge distribution at the TS. The HF method overestimates the
ionic character and yields large negative charges on N and X. In
a later paper, we will compare the relative change in charge
distribution from reactants to the TS and from the TS to the
products.
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Abstract: The accuracy of interproton distances obtained from two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser effect (NOESY) data
using a relaxation rate matrix approach is examined by theoretical simulation studies. Interproton distances, the basis for
three-dimensional structure determination of macromolecules by NMR, are most often evaluated from NOESY data by using
a two-spin approximation or by grouping according to strong, medium, and weak intensities. A more rigorous analysis considers
interactions within the full multispin system as specified by the relaxation rate matrix. With this matrix, distances are evaluated
directly from measured NOESY volumes at a single mixing time taking into account indirect relaxation effects. However,
numerical errors and mathematical difficulties can arise when solving such a matrix equation. Therefore the practicality of
the matrix approach including experimental limitations on the input NOESY volumes was investigated. NOESY data were
generated over a range of mixing times taking into account random noise, overlapping peak volumes, and the finite sensitivity
for measuring cross-peak volumes by using proton coordinates from the crystal structure of lysozyme and a DNA dodecamer.
A rigid molecule with a single overall correlation time was assumed. Comparison of the cross-relaxation rates, or interproton
distances, obtained from the multispin matrix solution with the actual values indicates that there are errors in the matrix solution,
but the errors are smaller than those obtained with the two-spin approximation under many but not all conditions of imperfect
data.

1. Introduction
The ability to determine the three-dimensional structure of
proteins and nucleic acid oligomers by using interproton distances
measured by NMR has been successfully demonstrated.'* In
the N M R method, interproton distances evaluated from twodimensional nuclear Overhauser effect (NOESY) data are used
as restraints in a conformational search carried out by molecular
dynamics,74 including simulated annealing
distance
geometry,I2J3 or a minimization method which employs dihedral
angles as independent ~ariab1es.I~Applications of the NMR
method for structure determination have relied on obtaining a large
number of distance restraints, in addition to restraints on dihedral
angles and hydrogen bonds.Is In most cases, interproton distances
are measured approximately based on an isolated two-spin relationship for c r o s ~ - r e l a x a t i o nor~ ~only
- ~ ~qualitatively from strong,
medium, and weak NOESY cross-peak inten~ities.'**'~
Lack of
quantitative distance measurements necessitates loose restraints
in the conformational search: restraints are classified into distance
ranges or groups, where lower bounds may be specified by van
der Waals radii.I7*" Although the NMR method is established,
there remains a need for increasing the precision of the structures
obtained.2'*22 One aspect of the NMR method which could
'Department of Biological Sciences.
*Department of Chemistry.
Present address: Department of Medicinal Chemistry, Purdue University.
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improve the structural solution is more accurate quantification
of the interproton distances.
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systems is a fairly complicated business”.3s Difficulties can arise
Several workers have characterized the degree of error in a
from failure of the diagonalization algorithms to converge or from
two-spin analysis of NOE data measured from a multispin system.
numerical errors in the solution as a result of experimental noise
The dependence of the error on the spatial arrangement of the
magnetic nuclei has been elucidated with a three-spin mode1,23*24 and incomplete data.
Given the importance of the NMR method for determining
and investigations of multispin effects in larger systems have also
solution structures of macromolecules, a systematic study was
been made.22,25-28 In all studies it was found that indirect reundertaken to better define the strength and limitations of the
laxation contributions to the observed NOE can be significant,
direct matrix approach for evaluating interproton distances. We
particularly at long mixing times, for large molecules with long
report here the results of simulation studies examining the conrotational correlation times or when the two protons under convergence behavior and accuracy of the matrix solution as a function
sideration are far apart. Errors in the distance obtained by the
of mixing time, including effects from experimental limitations
two-spin approximation can be as large as f0.5 A a t shorter
in measuring NOESY data. In the first section of this paper we
mixing times and >*I .O A at longer mixing times.22*26s27
describe the simulation and analysis of NOESY data with the
In view of the error in distance values obtained by a two-spin
program MORASS (Multispin Overhauser Relaxation Analysis and
analysis, it is worthwhile to consider the practical use of the full
set of coupled differential equations describing relaxation in a
Simulation) for a multispin system. The reliability of the eimultispin system. The multispin analysis takes into account all
genvalue solution is examined in Results, first with noise free data.
possible pairwise relaxation pathways rather than assuming the
Effects on the accuracy due to experimental uncertainty in the
observed NOESY cross-peak intensity arises only from direct
NOESY intensities, including random noise, overlapping peaks,
relaxation between the two protons defining the cross-peak. The
and sensitivity, are then considered. We compare the accuracy
most direct approach for evaluating interproton distances is to
of the distance determined from a multispin analysis and eigendetermine the cross-relaxation rates from the NOESY intensivalue solution with that of the two-spin approximation.
ties.26.27*29
[Some author^^*^^ use the term back transformation
11. Theory
when referring to the direct calculation of relaxation rates from
NOESY intensities, which is in contrast to the calculation of
NOFSY Intensities. The nuclear Overhauser experiment
NOESY intensities from a molecular structure either by the
measures cross-relaxation rates, or the rates at which magnetiinverse matrix o p e r a t i ~ n ~ ~ .or~ ~by- ”numerical
-~~
integration
zation is transferred between nuclei. For protons, cross-relaxation
p r o c e d ~ r e s . ~ ~Application
* ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~of~the
] direct matrix approach
occurs by through-space dipolar interactions and is a function of
to experimental data has been limited. The structures of small
the interproton distance. A set of coupled differential equations
peptides and an antibiotic have been determined by Olejniczak
describe the kinetics of magnetic relaxation in a multispin sysand c o - w ~ r k e r s by
~ ~using
, ~ ~ *distances
~~
determined directly from
tem.3’*32*3w1For a two-dimensional NOESY experiment, the
NOESY volumes. For larger molecules, where measuring a
evolution of the spectral intensities as a function of the mixing
complete data set can be difficult, Kaptein and c o - ~ o r k e r s ~ ~ . time
~ ~ t, is described by the simultaneous BIoch equations for
have developed a method involving a NOESY volume matrix
relaxation which in matrix form26*40s42
is
which comprises both experimental intensities and theoretical
intensities. The direct calculation of distances was also considered
by Borgias and James27in a simulation study of a DNA octamer
at two mixing times.
The elements of the matrix V(t,) are the peak volumes from the
Analysis involving the relaxation rate matrix is more rigorous
N O S Y spectrum, and r is the symmetrical relaxation rate matrix
than a two-spin analysis; however, difficulties solving the matrix
equation can arise; matrix analysis reduces to finding the solution
PI
O12
O13
O14
,.,
to an eigenvalue problem and hence to matrix diagonalization.
The problems associated with solving eigensystems are well-known:
O21
P2
O23
O24
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H.; Kaptein, R. J . Magn. Reson. 1989, 82, 290-308.

The off-diagonal elements, uij, are cross-relaxation rates from
which the distance between spins i and j is obtained, and the
diagonal elements, pi, are the direct relaxation rates for each spin
i. (An expression identical to eq 1 involving an asymmetrical rate
matrix with chemical kinetic rate constants applies to a multisite
system in chemical e x ~ h a n g e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )
The solution to the differential eq 1 is
V(t,) = exp(-I’t,)Vo
The elements uo of the diagonal matrix V, equal the volume of
the diagonal peaks at t , = 0. Rearrangement of eq 2 gives an
(38) Press, W. H.; Flannery, B. P.; Teukolsky, S.A.; Vetterling, W. T.
Numerical Recipes, The Art of Scientific Computing; Cambridge University
Press: New York, 1986; p 340.
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expression for the relaxation rates in terms of the NOESY volumes:26,29.43

-r = -1 In [v(v,)-ll
tm

[L])KT

(3)

(4)

[m

Matrix K and the diagonal matrix L contain the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of V(V0)-I, respectively. The evaluation of the
cross-relaxation rates therefore reduces to the eigenvalue problem
of determining K and L .
We note that the solution for r does not require assignment
of the NOESY volumes to specific protons; all that is necessary
is to correctly associate diagonal and off-diagonal volumes for
identification of elements in V. Further, the direct solution for
r provides values for uij, without any assumptions about the
relaxation mechanism or parameters such as motional correlation
times.26 Of course, the interpretation of uUin terms of interproton
distances does require such assumptions.
The present work investigates by simulation techniques the
reliability with which cross-relaxation rate constants can be determined from NOESY data by using the eigenvalue solution,
eq 4. NOESY data were generated (eq 2 ) by using uij and pi
values obtained from expressions for dipolar relaxation in an n-spin
system4'

n

w4h2
i

[J(O) + 3 J ( w ) + 6 J ( 2 w ) ]
Ejzi I O ( d t ) 2
'I

pi=

J(w) =

(L
+ ,
1

tn

30

The logarithm in eq 3 is readily evaluated by substitution with
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of V(V,,)-':
1
-r = -K(ln

6o
45

w y

w and y are the resonance frequency and the gyromagnetic ratio

for 'Hnuclei, respectively. The spectral densities, J(w), specifying
the transition probability are defined with a single, overall rotational correlation time, T,, and interproton distances, d,, are
obtained from crystallographic or model structures. The only
internal motion considered in the simulation is rotation of methyl
groups. As methyl rotation occurs on a time scale of 0.01-0.2
ns,48*49
significantly faster than the overall molecular rotation of
proteins and DNA oligomers, an interproton distance involving
a methyl proton was considered to be an average over the three
protons in the methyl group. That is, adopting a three-site jump
model, relaxation between a methyl and non-methyl proton pair
or between two methyl groups is proportional to the interproton
d i s t a n ~ e ' ~averaged
,~~
over methyl protons:

I m
1
-Em j=I ( d $ ) 2
(47) Noggle, J. H.; Schirmer. R . E. The Nuclear Overhauser Ef/ect;
Academic Press: New York. 1971.
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Figure 1. Interproton distance distribution for du < 4.4 A for (A) lysozyme (696 nonexchangeable protons, 3685 distances) and (B) the DNA
dodecamer (228 nonexchangeable protons, 778 distances).

For a methyl-non-methyl pair, m = 3, and for an intermethyl pair,
m = 9. The effects due to angular averaging for the spectral
density J ( w ) as a result of methyl r o t a t i ~ nwere
~ ~ *neglected.
~~
However, this simplification is not of consequence for defining
the accuracy of the matrix solution.
A direct measure of the error in the matrix solution is the
deviation in uij values. Nevertheless, it is useful to relate the
simulation results to the distances needed for structure determination, therefore the uij values obtained by the eigenvalue
solution were converted to dij values (eq 5) and the accuracy
reported in some cases as the deviations in dc,.
Structure Models. Scheme I outlines the protocol of this simulation study implemented with the program MORASS. The
volumes of diagonal and off-diagonal peaks were generated for
a given t , (eq 2 ) and the relaxation rate matrix r(u$ calculated
from a set of protons and a single correlation time (eq 5). I'(u7)
was then calculated (eq 4) from the unaltered simulated NOES+
intensities V (noise-free data) or after altering elements of V to
mimic various types of experimental noise, and the agreement was
checked between the calculated ut and the actual u; values or
the corresponding &j and Gj values.
NOESY data were generated for both the protein lysozyme
(1 29 residues) and an oligonucleotide, d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2.
Lysozyme proton positions were built from geometric considerations and the heavy atom coordinates of the crystallographic
structure (Handoll, H.; Phillips, D. C. personal communications).
The full coordinate set was optimized by energy minimization with
the program C H A R M M . ~ ~Atomic positions for all atoms of the
oligonucleotide were built with standard B-DNA geometry by
using the program AMBER,^* followed by energy minimization.
Except as noted above for methyl rotation, the macromolecule
is assumed rigid so that molecular motions are described with a
single rotational correlation time. Because the effects from
multispin relaxation depend on the geometric arrangement of the
protons, the distribution for each molecule of interproton distances
less than 4.4 A is shown in Figure 1. In addition to the peak in
both distributions at 1.75 A corresponding to geminal protons,
the lysozyme distribution (Figure 1A, 696 nonexchangeable
protons, 3685 distances) is nearly uniform from 2.5 to 4.4 A but
with a somewhat larger number of distances near 2.5 and 3.0 A,
while the oligonucleotide distribution (Figure 1A, 228 nonexchangeable protons, 778 distances) is trimodal with peaks at 2.3,
3.0, and 3.8 A. Inclusion of exchangeable protons does not change
the distributions significantly. Since a distribution similar to
Figure 1A was found with the smaller protein crambin, and since
distributions from several different DNA sequences were similar
to Figure I B, the distributions in Figure 1 appear to represent
proteins and DNA in general.
(51) Brooks, B. R.; Bruccoleri, R. E.; Olafson, B. D.; States, D. J.;
Swamtnathan, S.;Karplus, M. J . Compur. Chem. 1983,4, 187-217.
( 5 2 ) Weiner, P.; Kollman, P.J . Compur. Chem. 1981, 2, 287.
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Figure 2. Time development of NOESY peaks calculated from the
lysozyme coordinates for the diagonal peaks (1) Ser91 H a and (2) Leu56
H@1and the cross-peaks (3) Leu56 HBI-Hj32, (4) Phe HS-He, and (5)
Ser91 Ha-HBI. A rigid molecule rotation time was assumed: (A) 7, =
1 ns and (B) T, = 4.5 ns (solid) and 9.0 ns (dashed). The abscissa of (B)
is the generalized parameter rcfm.
0.5

The accuracy of the eigenvalue solution was determined as a
function of mixing time for a field strength of 500 MHz and
rotational correlation times equal to 1.0,4.5, and 9.0 ns, typical
for the size of molecules studied by NMR. Either lysozyme or
the dodecamer proton coordinates were used for all values of 7,
studied. A single model for a protein or nucleic acid while varying
7, had the advantage of a constant proton set with respect to spatial
distribution. Given the imposed variation in 7, without explicitly
altering the macromolecular size, it is appropriate to consider only
interior protons and not include surface protons. As such, the
simulation of NOESY data and calculation of I' included protons
falling within a certain size sphere placed near the center of the
molecule, while the errors in uij and dij were evaluated for the
protons within a smaller sphere. To facilitate the large number
of matrix evaluations required for this study (computer processing
times are given below), the size of the spheres was chosen to
include fewer than 200 spins. For lysozyme, a 10-A sphere
centered at Leu56 H a gave 194 protons for the data simulation
and I' calculation, and a 9-A sphere gave 125 protons in the error
analysis. For the oligonucleotide, a 19.2- and 15.4-A sphere
centered at A6 H1' gave 168 and 125 protons, respectively.
The simulation and analysis of NOESY data were carried out
with MORASS. Matrix diagonalization routines from the IMSL and
EISPACK libraries were used and found to have comparable convergence properties. For the analysis involving noise-free data,
double-precision operations allowed convergence of the matrix
diagonalization in some instances where singleprecision operations
failed. However, for the more realistic case of imperfect data,
double-precision operations are not warranted. The processing
time on a MicroVax 111 workstation required for a 194-proton
system was 4 min, while 496 protons took 1.9 h.
111. Results
We first examine the reliability of the eigenvalue solution as
a function off, and 7, with noise-free data simulated from lysozyme and the DNA dodecamer. It is demonstrated that in the
large molecule limit (07, >> 1) the results obtained with a given
7, value can be related to other 7 , by the appropriate scaling of
1,. Since this limit is nearly valid for most molecules to which
the NMR method for structure determination is applied, the
results from simulations including experimental error described
in the remainder of Results are reported for a single value of 7,
= 4.5 ns, from which the behavior for other T, can be obtained.
In addition, test calculations on the DNA oligomer showed essentially identical behavior as lysozyme, thus results using imperfect data are shown for lysozyme only.
Noise-FreeData. The accuracy with which r can be evaluated
by a multispin matrix approach with noise-free NOESY data was
determined by using cross-peak volumes obtained directly from

1.0

1.5

2.0

Totm ( X 1 0 ' s ~
Figure 3.

The rms error in ut for the matrix method with noisc-free data
is plotted as a function oft, (A) and 7& (B). Simulations were done
with T , = 1.0 (solid), 4.5 (dashed), and 9.0 ms (dotted). The model
systems are lysozyme (0)and the dodecamer (A).

aij and p i calculated from the structures. An illustration of the
time development of diagonal and off-diagonal peak volumes
generated from the coordinates of lysozyme for 7, = 1 ns is shown
in Figure 2A and for T, = 4.5 and 9.0 ns in Figure 2B as a function
of 7,t,. The motivation for 7,t, as the independent parameter
comes from the fact that both aij and p i are proportional to 7, in
the large molecule limit of 07, >> 1, Le., consider eq 2 in the case
where r 0: 7,. In a 500-MHz field, a 7, value of 4.5 ns approaches
the large molecule limit and the curves plotted as a function of
7,tm in Figure 2B are nearly superimposable. For 7, > 9 ns, the
build-up intensities as a function of TCt, are identical with the
dashed curves (results not shown).
With uil elements simulated at a given t , for lysozyme and the
dodecamer, cross-relaxation rates were evaluated from eq 4. The
rms deviations between the calculated at and the actual at used
to simulate the NOESY data are shown in Figure 3A for 7, =
1.0 (solid), 4.5 (dashed), and 9.0 ns (dotted). The matrix solution
applied to noise-free data is quite accurate up to a certain t,; there
is no error in the calculated ut values at short t,. Only for t ,
values beyond the maximum in the cross-peak intensities and
where the diagonal intensities are greatly reduced is there significant error in ut. Eventually as t , increases, the diagonalization
algorithm fails to converge, even for double-precision operations.
The mixing time at which the ai/errors become significant m u r s
at shorter t , for longer correlation times and is similar for proteins
and DNA (Figure 3A). Given the limiting behavior for long 7,
in the build-up curves (see Figure 2B), a better parameter for
indicating the onset of ill behavior in the eigenvalue solution is
7,t,. The deviations in ut are therefore replotted in Figure 3B,
which shows that the critical value is rCtm 1.5 X lo4 s*, or t ,
0.33 s for 7, = 4.5 ns, or t ,
0.17 s for 7, = 9.0 ns. These
mixing times are substantially longer than the regime where the
two-spin approximation is valid.
Random Noise. Random noise from a Gaussian distribution
was added to all peak volumes in V to simulate both a constant
low-level thermal noise and a peak-integration error. A level of
constant noise plus noise proportional to the individual volume
required generating two random numbers for each uij element.
One random number specified a value fO.l to *0.5% of uo added
to all uij independent of its magnitude, while a second random
number specified a value f l to f 4 % of the particular uii. Several
sets of random noise (typically 10) were added to a given V(t,),
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Figure 4. The average
and the rms deviation between the calculated
8,and the actual 4, values when random noise is added to the simulated
data from the eigenvalue method (H, A ) (eq 4) or the two-spin ratio
approximation ( X ) (eq 6). Distances are grouped as (A) dij < 2.4, ( B )
2.4 5 dij < 3.4, and (C) 3.4 5 dij < 4.4. Random noise was added to
the simulated NOESY data ( r c = 4.5 ns) at a level of 2% (H) or 4% vij
(A), simulating integration error. A level of 0.1%u,, simulating thermal
noise, was also added to all Dip Only one set of curves is shown for the
two-spin values since the results with both noise levels are nearly identical.

and the rms deviations in uv and do calculated from each set were
averaged to obtain statistically converged rms values.
The accuracy of the eigenvalue solution for r calculated from
N O S Y data containing random noise is shown in Figure 4 using
interproton distances obtained from ut (eq 5). The rms deviation
between the actual distances 4, and the calculated distances
as well as the calculated average distance (4,)
are shown for three
groups of interproton distances in lysozyme defined by the
crystallographic structure. Different noise levels, indicated in the
figure caption, were examined. For comparison, dij values are
also determined from the same volume elements by the linear
two-spin approximation:

ej

where the distance dk,is assumed known. The reference distance
was 2.52 A for Leu56 Ha-HB of lysozyme. [In practice, the
reference distance should be from a fixed-distance proton pair,
not a variable distance pair such as Ha-HB. For the simulation
study it is inconsequential since all distances are rigidly fixed. The
value 2.52 A is approximately equal to the fixed distance of a Tyr
or Phe H6-Ht pair.] The average (4,)
and rms deviation for the
two-spin distances are essentially independent of noise level, thus
the error with the two-spin method is represented by one curve
in Figure 4.
At low noise levels the accuracy of the matrix method is high
but diminishes as the noise level increases. With overall noise
levels greater than IO%, the matrix diagonalization fails to converge. The eigenvalue method is more sensitive to the constant
thermal noise than to the integration error; when the constant noise
level is near 1% uo, poor results are obtained with the eigenvalue
method. Nonetheless, with a noise level of 3-4% uij integration
error and 0.5% uo thermal noise, the eigenvalue solution gives lower
rms deviations in interproton distances than the two-spin ratio
method. [The rms error in dij with the two-spin method depends
on the reference distance. As reported by others,s3 the error is
smallest for distances nearly equal to that of the reference proton
pair. As such, choosing a reference proton pair of shorter distance
would decrease the two-spin rms error for small di, values but
increase the error at large dip] Moreover, the eigenvalue solution
gives an accurate average interproton distance, as expected when
the error in the solution is random. In contrast, the two-spin results
show a bias toward long dij for distances less than the reference
distance, and toward short d,, for distances greater than the
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Figure 5. Calculated interproton distances, 4, (A), plotted against the
) Distances were calculated from ub values obtained with
actual value, 4
the eigenvalue method (C to F) or from a two-spin analysis employing
ratios of the cross-peak volumes (A and B). NOESY intensities were
simulated as noise-free (A and C), data with 3% random noise plus 0.1%
thermal noise added (B and D), data with overlapping peaks where 25%
of the cross-peaks had 12% noise error (E), and incomplete data from
which intensities less than 1% u, (signal to noise = 1W)were eliminated
(F). All distributions are from 1, = 200 ms data. The best fit line (solid)
of each distribution is shown. The dashed line is unity slope.

reference distance.53 This bias is evident in a plot of 4,.against
&j (Figure 5 ) ; the slope of the best fit line for the distribution from
the two-spin analysis is approximately 0.5 (Figure 5A,B), significantly less than the expected value of unity, while that from
the eigenvalue analysis equals 1.0 (Figure 5C,D). In Figure 5
panels A and C were obtained with noise-free data and B and D
with 3% random noise at t , = 200 ms, a mixing time with large
rms deviations. Similar plots at t , = 50 ms are shown in Figure
6. Even with noise-free data the two-spin approximation has a
substantial error and bias in (4))(Figures 5A and 6A).
Peak Overlap. A major experimental difficulty in measuring
N O S Y intensities from large molecules is that there is substantial
overlap of peaks, particularly for diagonal peaks. The problem
in quantifying volumes of overlapping peaks was simulated in a
fashion analogous to low-level random noise except that a higher
level of noise was imposed on a fraction of the NOFSY intensities
calculated from lysozyme. The effect of peak overlap on the
accuracy of the eigenvalue solution was studied for diagonal and
off-diagonal peaks independently and in combination.
Overlap of diagonal peaks was examined by replacing the
simulated value of uii with either the average diagonal volume,
(uii), or by adding a large random noise to each uii. The former
(53) Clore, G. M.; Gronenborn, A. M. J . Magn. Reson. 1985,61, 158-164.
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Figure 7. Rms deviations between the calculated and the actual 4,
when accounting for overlapping peaks for distance groups (A) du < 2.4,
(B) 2.4 5 di,< 3.4, and (C) 3.4 5 d,. < 4.4. The results from the
two-spin ratio ( X ) are compared with those of the eigenvalue solution:
upper panels, diagonal intensities replaced with (uii) (0)or f30% uii
random noise added (A); lower panels, off-diagonal intensities overlap
simulated by adding high level random noise ( f 1 2 % uij) to 25% of the
off-diagonal intensities and low-level noise (&3.0%uu) plus 0.1% uo
thermal noise to other intensities (+) and combined effects when the
diagonal is replaced with (u,,) plus the same off-diagonal overlap noise
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case could apply to studies of proteins and higher molecular weight

oligonucleotides for which few diagonal resonances are resolved,
while the latter case is relevant to smaller molecules for which
a greater number of diagonal peaks are resolved. The rms deviations in d,, for the three groups of distances when uii is replaoed
by ( ua) or when random noise of f30% uii is added to individual
uti are plotted in the upper panels of Figure 7. Even with this large
uncertainty in diagonal peak volumes, the rms deviations are
comparable or smaller than those of the two-spin approximation.
To mimic cross-peak overlap, noise of f12% uij was added to
25% of the off-diagonal volumes chosen at random from V as well
as f 3 % random noise added to all other uti. Scatter plots of
vs 6,
are shown for 1, = 200 and 50 ms in Figures 5E and 6E,
respectively. At these noise levels the rms deviations in dij are
smaller for the matrix solution (Figure 7, e) than for the twespin
approximation (Figure 7, X). Similar accuracy is obtained with
the matrix solution when a larger fraction of peaks are overlapped
if the error in u,, is smaller: if 50% of the peaks include f6% error
and the lower f 3 % error is added to the remainder of the peaks,
the deviations are similar to those in Figure 7 (e). When random
noise was added at a higher level or to a greater percentage of
the cross-peak volumes, the matrix diagonalization failed to
converge or often returned with negative eigenvalues, physically
unreal values, and the accuracy of the solution was poor.
Finally, the combined effect of uncertainity due to overlap of
diagonal and off-diagonal peak intensities is also shown in Figure
7 (m). Diagonal peaks of V were replaced by (uti), and the same
noise was added to u,, as for offdiagonal overlap alone (e). The
results for the rms deviations show that errors upon combining
the two uncertainties are not additive; the deviations with overlap
error in both uii and u, are only slightly larger than those found
with noise in vij alone lor longer dii. At shorter dij, the deviations

ej

are the result of diagonal peak uncertainty alone.
Incomplete NOESY Data. In practice, it is possible to obtain
only a partial volume matrix as defined by the inherent sensitivity
of the NMR spectrometer; small cross-peak volumes corresponding
to distances greater than 4.5-5.0 A (depending on T ~ cannot
)
be
accurately measured. To examine the effects of incomplete data
on the reliability of the eigenvalue method, elements of V less than
a specified cutoff volume were replaced with a defined volume,
u,. In most instances u, was set equal to 0.0. However, better
convergence behavior was sometimes found when u, was set equal
to a small value determined empirically and typically less than
0.2% V,,. Hence, using a low level background in V by artificially
setting all weak cross-peak volumes to a small value, even though
many of these uij elements are actually near zero, improved the
convergence behavior, while artificially setting all small u,, to zero
sometimes lead to ill-conditioned eigensystems. Moreover, when
a small value was used for ur, the solution for I' generally improved
by a 0.1- to 0.2-A decrease in the rms deviation of dip The
apparent optimum value for u, is approximately one-half the cutoff
volume, Le., one-half the noise level.
The error in Gj values from incomplete V matrices was determined as a function of mixing time for several cutoff values
or signal-to-noise levels. The results shown in Table I and Figure
8 are the rms deviations in dij when uij < 0.2,0.5, 1 .O,or 2% of
the equilibrium magnetization uo were replaced with or. NOESY
data measured at a 500-MHz field strength illustrating cross-peak
volumes of 1% have been
Thus the range in cutoff
values simulates sensitivity limits which are achievable in practice.
The completeness of the NOESY data is indicated in Table I by
the percentage of the total number of u,, elements that were greater
than the cutoff value. Only distances corresponding to these uij
elements were included in the error analysis.
The trend of increasing error with t , is also found with incomplete V as demonstrated by Figure 8. For all levels of
sensitivity examined, the deviations in the eigenvalue solution for
cross-relaxation rates for proton pairs separated by <3.4 A is less
than 0.35 A, while the two-spin rms deviations for this group
(Figures 8A,B) vary from 0.07 to 0.4 A. Even when only 50%
of the intensities for distances between 2.4 and 3.4 A are included,
as for short t , with cutoff volumes of 1.0 and 2.0% uo (signal to
noise of uo equal to 100 and 50, see Table I), the eigenvalue
solution has a small rms error, substantially less than that from
the two-spin ratio method. In the distribution of Gj against Gj
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Table I. Rms Error in dfi Determined from Incomplete NOESY
Data bv the Matrix Method"
interproton
distance

0-2.4

mixing time
25
50
100
150
Cutoff = 0.2%. S/N = 500
rms
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
100

%VI;

2.4-3.4
3.4-4.4

0-2.4
2.4-3.4
3.4-4.4

0-2.4
2.4-3.4

rms
sv,
rms
7% vi,

0.02
100

0.07
58

0-2.4

100

0.01
100

0.00
100

0.13
91

100

0.01
100

0.20 0.22
99
94

0.01
I00
0.06
98
0.44
93

Cutoff = 0.5%, S/N = 200
0.00 0.00 0.01
0.01
0.02
100
100
100
100
100
0.14
0.03
0.07
0.08 0.09
100
100
98
98
86
0.51
0.09 0.21
0.37 0.62
86
85
44
80
6
% vij

rms
%v,
rms
7% vu
rms

rms
%v,
rms

Cutoff = 1.076, S / N = 100
0.01 0.01 0.02
100

0.03
50

% Vij

3.4-4.4

100

200

rms
% vij
rms
%vu
rms
%v,
rms

0

100

100

0.09 0.19
81
95
0.26 0.48
9
41

0.03
100

0.03
100

0.23
94
0.63
51

0.22
98
0.73
63

Cutoff = 2.0%, S / N = 50
0.01 0.04 0.09

0.3W
0.4V
94
90
2.4-3.4
0.03
0.09 0.27 0.33c 0.36c
74
20
46
76
73
3.4-4.4
0.65 0.99c 1 .08c
20
% vij
0
0
12
16
" V was simulated with T~ = 4.5 ns from lysozyme proton coordinates. Volume elements smaller than the cutoff value, expressed as a
percentage of u,, were replaced with v, (see text). When all volume
elements are included the rms error is 0.0 for all groups for t, 5 250
ms. bPercentage of distances with vu intensity greater than the cutoff
volume. Total number of interproton distances for dij < 2.4 A is 91,
for 2.45 dij < 3.4A is 253 and for 3.4 5 dl.< 4.4A is 349. CMatrix
diagonalization resulted in negative eigenvalues.
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Figure 8. Rms error in d,, values when small u,,in the generated NOESY
data are replaced with a constant u, value, simulating incomplete experimental data. The cutoffs for uij are 1.0%(A), 0.5%(@),and 0.2%
(e)of the diagonal volume at 1, = 0, corresponding to a signal to noise
of 100,200,and 500,respectively. Distances are grouped as (A) di, <
2.4,(9) 2.4 Idij < 3.4,and (C)3.4 Idlj.< 4.4. The values for a

two-spin analysis

(X)

are shown for comparison.

(Figure 5F and 6F) there is a high density of points along the line
of unity slope with the eigenvalue solution although a small number
of points lie far from the line in the case o f the longer t , (Figure
5F). With regard to a structure determination, such large deviations could have an adverse effect. Large errors of this nature
should become evident however from a comparison of aij and di,
values evaluated at distinctly different t,.
IV. Conclusions
As interproton distances are the fundamental basis of threedimensional structure determination by NMR, it is important to
consider methods which improve the accuracy of their evaluation.6v2' Due to the error22-28in the two-spin approximation
procedure for evaluating interproton distances from NOESY

intensities, we have studied the feasibility of a rate matrix approach
for this task. In this paper we define the practical limitations in
the matrix method due to numerical error in diagonalization of
a matrix of NOESY intensities when effects from experimental
limitations on their measurement are present. The simulation
studies show that the matrix solution is accurate when the input
spectral intensities are well determined. With good quantification
of NOESY volumes and complete data sets including volumes
equal to 1.O% of the diagonal intensity at t , = 0, the distances
calculated with the matrix solution are more accurate than those
obtained assuming the two-spin model. A relatively larger error
in the quantification of a fraction of the peaks, as in overlapping
resonances, can be tolerated. The need for a complete data set
in the matrix analysis means that all possible peak volumes should
be measured. Complete resonance assignments are not required.
(Of course, the assignments as well as a dynamic model for 7,
are needed to relate the calculated aij values to the restraints
required in the structure determination.)
More accurate distances justify the use of tighter constraints
in the conformational search by molecular dynamics or distance
geometry. An advantage of tighter constraints is to achieve greater
precision in the set of structures'z" obtained by the NMR method.
[Although the finding of greater precision among structures when
tighter restraints are used was obtained with studies on oligonucleotides in ref 12 and 54, it is also likely to hold for proteins
since positional fluctuations are reduced in general with stronger
force constants.] It is reasonable that better determined interproton distances would lead as well to improved accuracy in the
three-dimensional structure, although such an improvement has
not yet been rigorously demonstrated. Studies so directed are in
progress in our laboratories. One study has indicated that the
structure determination process behaves better when the distances
result from a multispin analysis rather than from a two-spin
analysis; Nikonowicz et al.55,Mhave used NMR distances to derive
a family of structures for the extra-helical adenosine tridecamer
d(CGCAGAATTCGCG)2. By using distances from the hybrid
relaxation matrix methodology in combination with restrained
molecular dynamics and starting from two quite different initial
structures, it was possible to iteratively refine both to a common
family of structures consistent with the NOESY-derived distances.
On the other hand, differentiating between structures in which
the extra-helical adenosine stacks between the third and fourth
base pairs forms H-bonds to a G-C base pair to form a triplet,
or even stacks between the second and third base pairs was not
possible by using distances derived from the two-spin approximation. Only the theoretical NOESY spectra derived from the
hybrid matrix/restrained MD structures are consistent with the
experimental NOESY spectra.
Most of our simulation studies were carried out with a matrix
of 194 spins from the interior of lysozyme. Similar dependences
on mixing time and sensitivity to imperfect NOESY data in the
accuracy of the matrix solution were found for the DNA oligomer.
Because of the limiting behavior when 7 is large (see Results
section on noise-free data) our results as a function of t , at 7,
= 4.5 ns can be extrapolated to other 7, values. The larger matrix
size needed to include the full set of 696 lysozyme protons (approximately a 20-A diameter sphere) would require significantly
more computer time and would have poorer convergence behavior
(data not shown). Therefore to evaluate distances for a molecule
with greater than =200 protons, a procedure that divides the
molecule into overlapping regions and uses more than one matrix
to evaluate the distances might be useful.
The matrix method will benefit from increased sensitivity and
signal to noise of high field spectrometers and from improvements
in software for volume integration of NOESY peak^.^^,^^ With
(54)Gronenborn, A. M.;Clore, G . M. Biochemistry 1989,28,5978-5984.
(55)Nikonowicz, E.;Meadows, R. P.; Gorenstein. D. G. Bull. Magn.
Reson. 1989,I I , 226-229.
(56)Nikonowicz, E.;Meadows, R. P.; Gorenstein, D. G . Biochemistry
1990, 29, 4193-4204.
(57)Denk, W . ; Baumann. R.; Wagner, G. J . Magn. Reson. 1986,67,
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noise-free data, essentially exact solutions are obtained when 7&
< 1.5 X lo4 s2. In contrast, the accuracy of d,, values obtained
by using a two-spin approximation is not increased by improvements in the data because of the inherent error in neglecting
multispin relaxation effects.
Procedures involving a matrix analysis are being actively investigated. Although the requirement for nearly complete data
with well-determined intensities may prohibit a multispin analysis
of interproton distances in the first steps of structure determination
by NMR. such an analysis is beneficial in refinement of the
structural solution. The need for nearly complete NOESY data
sets can be circumvented in the first stages of structure determination by combining experimental data with cross-peak intensities calculated from an initial model.'*37*55*59 An iterative
procedure could also serve to improve the quantification of
NOESY intensities for instances such as overlapping resonances.
Furthermore, a novel approach utilizing NOESY data directly
(58) Olejniczak, E. T.; Gampe, R. T., Jr.; Fesik, S . W. J . Magn. Reson.
1989,8/, 178-185.
(59) Gorenstein, D. G. G.; Meadows. R. P.; Metz, J. T.; Nikonowicz, E.;

Post, C. B. In Advances in Biophysical Chemistry; Bush, A., Ed.;J.A.I. Press:
In press.

6803

in the conformational search, in contrast to the interproton distances interpreted from them, was recently reported.60 At the
least, the final structure should be evaluated by comparing simulated NOESY cross-peak volumes calculated from the structural
solution with the experimentally observed NOESY volumes,
perhaps in a fashion analogous to the crystallographic R-factor2a61*62
or as an average percent difference,59with some provision
for possible discrepancies resulting from internal motions.
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Abstract: The nature of the carbon-phosphorus double bond in ~ , ~ , ~ - ~ - B L I , C ~ Hand
~ P the
= Ccarbon-phosphorus
(S~M~~)~
triple bond in 2,4,6-t-Bu3C6H2C=p has been studied by 13C and 31Psolid-state NMR. Magic angle spinning and static
cross-polarization experiments have been used to determine the principal elements of the I3C and 31Pshielding tensors. In
the I3Cspectra, the presence of a dipolar coupling to the I I P nucleus permits assignment of the orientation of the I3C shielding
tensors in the molecular frame. These shift tensors are compared to previous work on diphosphenes, disilenes, alkenes, and
alkynes. It is found that the shift anisotropies for 3'P and I3C in these multiply bonded environments are quite similar when
the larger intrinsic chemical shift range for 31Pis taken into account.

Introduction
Advances in synthetic chemistry over the last two decades have
resulted in the successful synthesis and isolation of a variety of
main-group compounds containing multiply bonded functional
groups.2 Examples of room temperature stable species with
P I P ? and Sn=Sn5 double bonds have been realized,
as well as compounds with multiple bonds between main-group
and transition elements. A number of mixed-main-group systems
with, e g , C=Si,6 C=P? and m P ? multiple bonds are also now

known. In this paper we report the first use of solid-state N M R
methods to investigate the nature of the C=P double bond in
2-(2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl)1,l -bis(trimethylsilyl)phosphaethene
(1) and the C e P triple bond in 2-(2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenyl)phosphaacetylene (2). Previous efforts to characterize these novel
compounds have involved studies of their chemical reactivity or
used structural methods in addition to theoretical treatments.
Reactivity of 1, 2, and related compounds has been found to
compare favorably with that of similar alkenes and alkynes.'**
X-ray crystallography finds the C=P bond length in 1 to be 1.665
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